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feivector С u which is the Jacoby matrix of the

/*

transformation to the Riemanian coordinates is considered in the

paper. Basinff on the dual nature of Q „ we i) have obtained the

representation cf metric connection (Christoffel symbols) at the

Riemanian coordinates via Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor;

11) have constructed the соvariant conserved four-momentum in the

general theory of relativity.
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1. Introduction

In the paper [1 ] the gauge-covariant conserved charge in the

Yang-Wills theory with groups SIMN) has been built up. The

suggested construction is based on the dual nature of parallel

displacement operator. On the one hand, it la а Ыvector, on the

other hand, It can be considered as gauge transformation function

leading to the contour gauge, which is characterized by the

representation of vector potential via field strength tensor [2]

(see also ref. [ID.

In the present paper we consider the analogous approach to

the determination of the energy-momentum integral conservation law

In general relativity. In Section 2 we study the object which

existence is the corollary of the fundamental geometrical notions

which, on the one hand, is a blvector and, on the other hand, can

be considered as a Jacoby matrix of coordinates transformation. In

Section 3 the derivation of соvariant conserved four-momentum In
i

general relativity is given.

2. g - and 6" -displacement

Let us begin with the fixed coordinate system x and consider

the transformation: X^
4
 —* X. ̂  . The quantity Ct и (Х,Х.') (we

assume that fluy/fx,*'^ Ry'u (
X
'>

X
) '

 l a a
 bivector if under the

transformation of coordinates it changes as vector at each point x

and x :

Let us fix point x'. In order the invertible matrix Я„ (%,Ъ

(det [0 U)T^ 0 ) could be considered as the Jacoby matrix of the

transformation ^ * ^

F -
F



it la neceesary and sufficient to fulfill the condition of the

eyetsa (2) inteerabllity [3]

which due to the symmetry of metric connection / „.. — ' .,
 tJ
 can

be written down In the соvariant fora

Semicolon denotes the соvariant derivative

Froa the bivector transformation law (1 ) it follows -.hat In

the coordinate system a

The dependence on the choice of boundary condition - &• u
1
 (%

 f
% )

reduces to the affine (linear) transformation of coordinate system

a. Further we shall always assume

It means that coordinate system a touches system x at tlae point x'

so that at this point components of any tensors coincide. The

affine transformation of system a corresponds to the arbitrary

transformation ot system x. ,

Bivector Q (XjX.) sets the rule of a-displ&cemsnt of

contra variant vector f* from point x to point x :



From the condition of conservation of vector norm *P
u
 Y follows

Г
the displacement rule of соvariant vector

where и ' . is inverse matrix to и
 и
 . The notion of

V' Г

a-dlaplacement la extended to the arbitrary tenaors according to

the rule: every contravarlant index ia transferred from point x to

point x'by matrix (X ̂  , and со variant ones - by matrix OL '
 t
 .

The algebraic operation (addition, direct product,

convolution) la extended to tha tensors defined at different

space-time points according to the rule: in order to apply the

algebraic operations it is necessary at first to place the tensors

at one point x with the help of a-dlsplacement. Basing on this

rule by analogy with ref. [1 1 one can define the integral of

vector

where Q — ~ Явь \Q^) , and covariant differential with respect

to a distant point

Theae definitions are trivially generalized on the arbitrary

tenaors.

Eq. (5) in the limit x •* x' must coincide with the ordinary

covariant differential due to uniqueness of the last one. From

this It follows that
 f



From the connection transformation law

It follows that in the system a the connection has the form

Г*' =- «-
1
 *, a"

p
,<' .

Substituting eq. (6) into eq. (7) we obtain In accordance with

ref. [4]

Thus, the coordinate system a is geodesical at point x .

We shall consider the bivectors defined on the family of

geodesies startins at point x . Let us assume that point x' has

not conjugate points (i.e. geodesies intersect only at point x' )

in the considered region of space-time. Point x is connected with

point x'" by geodesic which is given in parametric representation

Z't'F) . where Г is a canonical parameter, by means of the

equation

Ads? = ̂ (dz^) = о
 iS)

dt dr - dv [ d t )t
v

and boundary conditions Z/T) = X ,2.(T) =•- %

World function - biaualar C(X
f
X) :ls defined on the family

of geodesies [5,6]
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Covariant derivatives of СТСЭС,*^ with respect to x are denoted by

simple indices, and with respect to x' - by

following commutation relations are valid [5]

simple indices, and with respect to x' - by prime indices. The

(10)

The world function satisfies the fundamental equations

# (Ш

27
where

/ JzJ* (12)
= (r

'
r
'7F . >

У
The existence of parallel displacement bivector - и is based

Or
on the fundamental geometrical notion - the connection. It is

determined by the differential equation [6]

у у)
1
 (13)

with boundary condition (4). The bivector of parallel displacement

has a eroup property [7 J

where all three points x, x' , x
11
 belong to the same geodesic. In

order to brine the possibility of consideration of U ̂  as Jacoby

matrix to light let us obtain the expression for 0 J;. (see also

a r>?
rmt. (5J). We use the method proposed in refe. [2,7]. As the



result of соvariant differentiation with respect to 0 with the

help of the commutation rule

where

one obtains

. „<X i/ It (14)

Let us convolve eq. (14) with vector of deviation of geodesies

О Z ' , which satisfies the equation

with boundary conditions Sb^fc) = 5 л ^2 /"г) = 0 . Takingf

account of [ 5]

v °
z z

 ;
one obtains

Integrating this inhomogeneous equation with boundary condition

— 0 .we obtain [5]

,// (16)

where £2P"= ( Bz?"/dx?) &X? . f

Let us show now wi th the h e l p of e q . (16) t h a t t h e •

С



integrals llity condition (3)

is equivalent to the equation

(17)

(18)

A c t u a l l y , i f e q . ( 1 8 ) i s s a t i s f i e d , i t f o l l o w s from e q . ( 1 6 ) t h a t

= о .
Let us prove t h e inverse s ta tement . If eq. (17) i s s a t i s f i e d .

и' у
Q u can be considered as Jacoby matrix. Subatitutingr Q M

eq. ( 7 ) and u s i n g eq. ( 1 6 ) , vie o b t a i n

In

Г = 1 R О"
r x1 r -j

The metric connection ( 9м\> ' Ы = О ) ia symmetric

pi = p У

(19)

and Riemann-Chrlstoffel tensor for metric connection satisfies the

identity

_ _ (21)

From eqs. (19), (21) follows

Us ine eqs. (20 ), (22 ) one obtains

(22)



Therefore Г „lyi — 0 . Аа point x is arbitrary, *. f*'v '&'9>' - 0 ,

V
I

and consequently К ui/<XB> ~~

Thus, the parallel displacement bivector Q. „ can be

considered as Jacoby matrix only in the case ° уиуав ~ 0 • Under

this condition coordinate system g will be affins, i.e.
I

r
 v
 — v' v'
The existence of С -displacement bivector O

u
 = - (5" is
Л
1
 Г

based on the fundamental geometrical notion - metric. It is

determined by the differential equation [6]

_
 u
/ (23)

with boundary condition (4). Eq. (23) is obtained as a result of

соvariant differentiations of fundamental eq. (11). Due to

commutation relations (10) we have

- v' - V
1

= v/
i.e. integrability condition (3) is fulfilled. Bivector О „ is

the Jacoby matrix of transformation from coordinates JC , which

define geodesic by its endpoint to coordinates U = — О (12),

which define geodesic by tangent vector at initial point к
/
 ,

having the length that equals the length of geodesic and is

oriented in direction x -• x [5,6]. Coordinates u are

Riemanlan coordinates. Actually, convolving eq. (23) with 0* one

obtains

The last equality follows from equation



which la obtained by differentiation of eq. (11). Analogously the

following equation is obtained

with the help of which we rewrite eq. (24) in the following form

Since point x' has not conjugate points, then a&X (OV, J ф U

[6]. Using eq. (7) let us rewrite eq. (25) in the form

~/ ..' ,i< <26>

Condition (26) characterizes Riemanian coordinates.

We obtain representations of (Уур and CJ, (see also

ref. [5]). Differentiating eq. (11) we come to

We convolve eq. (27) with the vector of geodesies deviation О2.'

and use eq. (15), as a result we obtain

Integrating eq. (28) with boundary condition (Oyn -Qj/p)oZ' — 0

one obtains

f . .. .11
 Y

l/
 U
H Л о" (29)

From the geometrical sense Q and the fact that the

tangent vector Is transferred in parallel along geodesic (see eq.



(6)) follows equation 16]

V _ (30)

a, / <J
V
 - -<Уц' •

Differentiating eq. (30) one obtains

* * ^
 л
 ^ ~

 < 3 1 >

Substituting eqe. (16), (29) in eq. (31! we cone to

Let us note that

(33)

To be sure in the validity of eq. (33) one can use Riemanian

coordinates, where Z ' = О"' (Т ) and

(34)

We substitute eq. (33) in eq. (32). By simple manlpllations we get

integral equation

from which by iterations one can obtain С '
 (
 with the

desire'' accuracy. Namely

*" /» i' . u. (36)

го
 Г

j r c V ^ / * ^ ( * ; o + •••) >



where

Using formulae [8]

and taking into account eq. (34), we rewrite eq. (36) in the form

1 ( 3 7 )

о-^д-^^ма^т) -к ...) .

Formulae (37) should be applied together with the following

formulae [8]

The expression for connection in Riemanian coordinates due to

eq. < 7) has the form

(38)



Substituting eq. (35) in eq. (38) one obtains

T

(39)

where

и'

°
Eq. (39) has the simplest form in Riemanian coordinates where

ff
r
 — Q . Integral equation (39) gives the representation of

metric connection in Riemanian coordinates via Riemann-Christoffel

curvature tensor. This representation can be done explicit by

means of iterations. This representation emphasizes the analogy

noted in ref. [9] between Riemanian coordinates (26) and

Fock-Schwinger gauge X' Ли (%) — 0 for which there is the

Г

representation of vector potential via field strength tensor.

Metric tensor at Riemanian coordinates is given by

- ~4 и -=L-1 )/ <40)

Substituting eq. (37) Into eq. (40) one obtains the known

representation of metric tensor at Riemanian coordinates via

Riemann-Christoffel curvature tenaor [10]

12



For arbitrary tensor analogous representation includes the terms

with covariant derivatives of given tensor at point x' (see also

ref. [10]).

3. Energy-momentum Integral conservation law
- i/'

Using dual nature of О и ^
e
*
 Xia
 construct covariant four-

momentum conserved on mass shell

..ч 141)

where

I and I '
 =

" 2 f l О C) m / О Q цу is the energy-momentum
| 9л. Л — A

f tensor of matter fields (we choose units such that С — Oil KT - 1
 (

I where G is gravitational constant).

: Equation

\

is the consequence of the equations of motion and covariant

conservation law. Indeed, the l.h.s. of eq. (42) can be written as

follows

-rHV
 r

i*V
' and ^Taking into account that ' and ^ are tensors, we rewrite

eq. (42) in the form

13



where

" f /

is the tensor in Riemanian coordinates. ' is defined

analogously.

Denote the operator of со variant divergence with respect to a

distant point by

The last equality ia obtained with allowance for

The operators J& . I and D я > commute

(45)

At the Riemanian coordinates we have

/ / .././ , ..I.I../ I (46)

where

d V ' (47)

Eq. (46) can be considered as definition of quantity L' by

analogy with definition of Landau-Llfshitz pseudotensor [5]. In

the Riemanian coordinates I is siven by

(48) 4

14



— v'
Eq. (46) due to the duality of (7

U
 is valid in an arbitrary

Г
coordinate system, if In It all entering quantities are expressed

via 0Г in accordance with their own transformation laws.

Tensor Lr is defined by eq. (44), t ' in arbitrary

coordinates is given by

?-< О s / (49)

, 0^ [О*
4
 СУ -f-CT О** ) .

4* \ U XP /И ГО /a t ч"\ р it t*it

Eq. (49) is symmetric over indices и and 0( due to eq. (46!

Note that

Using eq. (46), we rewrite eq. (43) as follows

(50)

; The last equality is the obvious consequence of eqs. (45), (47).

r Let us use eq. (50) to obtain integral conservation law of

f energy-momentum of the system consisting of matter fields and

;
:
' gravitational field. Integrating eq. (50) over finite four

;
-. dimensional volume and using the Stocks theorem one obtains

D< 1 5



where a Z u = T"j £uy#a OX /\ <лХ A aX? , Choose as four-volume

the cylinder which is obtained by cutting of world tube by two

three-surfaces, which belong to the family of noncrossing

three-surfaces ordering by parameter s. From eq. (51) in the limit

of coincidence of these two surfaces we obtain

where O/Luy — n j £ U\>&& ЯЭС AujC , /1 is unit vector normal

to three-surface on their boundary {tor surface С — const

Basing on the analogy of electrodynamic the following

physical interpretation of eq. (52) can be given. The integral In

the l.h.s. of eq. (52) is energy-momentum of the system (the term

-I-MV
containing I ' Is energy-momentum of matter fields and the

term Including £ is energy-momentum of gravitational field);

the integral in the r.h.s. of eq. (52) is a sum of energy-

momentum flows of matter fields (the term containing i ' ) and

gravitational field (the term including V" ). The physical

Interpretation of eq. (52) is the following: the change of energy-

momentum into three-volume equals energy-momentum flow through

two-space surrounding the volume. In the absence of

energy-momentum flows through two-surface one obtains the

16



conservation law of energy-momentum

Eq. (53) can be rewritten with the help of eq. (46) and Stocks

theorem ae follows

Let ua consider the case

and (32) we have

~ v .In virtue of eqs.(16)

J -V
1

Eq. (42) takes the form

<
5 4 )

(55)

It is the consequence of eq. (54) and соvariant conservation law.

Indeed, l.h.s. of eq. (55) can be written In the following way

*• T
Inteeratine eq. (55), usinff Stocks theorem and assuming the

absence of enerey-monentum flow through surrounding surface, we

obtain the conserved соvariant four-momentum

In this case ( ° и ^ »
=
 О) й can be considered ал Jacoby matrix

of transformation to the affine (including Minkowskian)

coordinates and also as the set of four Killing vectors

У ~" Я V > I
as in virtue of eq. (54) the equations defining Killing vectors }

17
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are hold:

Thus, eq. (56) agrees with the known results (see ref. [4]} and is

the limiting case of eq. (53).

4. Discussion

We have considered quantities Q ̂  and О и defined on

if
1
 Ю>

the family of geodesies. Bivectors Q * and \j „ can be defined

at* r

on more general paths families P [1] satisfying the following

conditions:

I) family paths meet only at point x';

II) for every point x there is only one path connecting it with

point x ;

iii) infinitely close points x and X + OX are connected with

point x' by infinitely close paths.

In general case bivector 9
U
 is defined by equation [7]

a r

where (32 / a t is the tangent vector to path of family P, and

boundary condition (4). The statement that bivector Q .. can be

D ^
considered as Jacoby matrix only in the case of ^ M J / ^ A ~ О holds

true for arbitrary paths family P. In the proof given ir Sec. 2

the trivial changes would be done, for Instance, the usage instead

of eq. (15) the correct in general case equation

etc.

Relative to an arbitrary family P biacalar (T(X,X) i
3
 defined

18



by eq. (9). Eqs. (11) and (12) In general do not hold true.

Bivector O u y / r= ~ 0"• MI/'
 o a n

 be considered as Jacoby matrix

of the transformation to coordinates Оyt S ~ 0".y' for

arbitrary paths family P. However as it follows from eq. 156) one

would restrict oneself by those families for which bivector (J
u

г
has a right limit

Therefore we restrict ourselves by the consideration of geodesies

which curvature is caused only by the curvature of apace-time.

We have chosen identity (46) for the definition of quantity

X" having been Influenced by following considerations. The

variation of action functional of gravitational field JL Ъ а ~

— JdXO К on mass shell (41) under infinitesimal variation of

coordinate system X' —* X ™ s X' +• 0 £ ™ can be written down as

(57)

where

Here 0 is Lie variation [6]

(58)

-- if
Let us express all variations in eq. (57) in terms of O ^ with

the help of eqs. (58) and use соvariant conservation law:

19



• у - 0 From condition О J "XQ R — О

it follows that

(59)

Eq. (59) Is obviously соvariant. Usine equality

where

we transform eq. (59). Due to arbitrariness of 0 £ у the

coefficients of 0 £ у and its derivatives In eq. (59) are equal to

zero

at,) , .во,

Q^n^Pp + iuttk ptrmuUUon o{<Aft$ = 0 (d.3./) Xt ) . < 6 3 1 k

20
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As known, tensor J? ' ' has the same symmetries as



Riemann-Christoffel tensor and in particular satisfies eq. (63).

One can make sure in the validity of eq. (62) by explicit

calculations. The identities (60) and (61) are trivial and does

not lead to constructive consequences. From the covariant

expressions of divergentlal term of variation of functional

J OX Q R. does not follow the relation analogous to eq.

(46). Instead of identities (60) and (61) we have used identities

(46) and (50) which together with identities (62) and (63) form a

closed system leading to the constructive consequences.

Identity (46) is valid in arbitrary coordinate system.

However, if we define quantity T~ by eq. (48) as it is

usually made In the theory ot paeudotensor, L is not a

tensor. UslR-" dual nature of 0"
 u
 we have defined the quantity

Z~ in general case by eq. (49) which takes the form of eq.

(48) only In Riemanian coordinates. Quantity t' defined by eq.

(49) is nonlocal: it depends not only on the value of space-time

curvature at point x, but also on the values of space-time

curvature at all points of geodesic connecting the points x and x'

Note that at the very point x the quantity С ' is equal to

zero, i.e. the energy-momentum density of gravitational field is

equal to zero at point x .

We have constructed the covariant, and therefore the

physically significant expressions of energy-momentum of system

involving matter and gravitational fields confined into a finite

three-volume. Before attaching a physical meaning to this

construction a physical meaning would be attached to the notion of

0" -displacement and, in fact, to the Riemanian coordinate system.

As it was noted in ref. [11], in which Riemanian coordinates for

the construction of a covariant approximation to the mean

21



energy-monantum paeudotensor In the small region of space-time

have been used, "the physical interpretation of normal tRlemanlan

with the special fixation of affine transformation - author)

coordinates come out of their exact correspondence to Minkowakian

coordinates In one particular respect, namely the measurement of

interval". Actually, as it follows from the results of Sec. 2, all

the quantities referred to the Riemanian coordinate system can be

obtained by means of covariant differentiation of world function

(9) which is a one half of the interval measured between points x

and x along geodesic. Thus, by means of measurement along

geodesies of intervals and its variations due to variations of

endpoints an observer can determine the energy-momentum in

three-volume and the energy-momentum flow through boundary surface.

The covariant derivatives of world function, beginning in the

third (which appearing in the expression of energy-momentum of

gravitational field), differ from zero only, if the space-time Is

not flat. This agrees with the fact that the gravitational field

exists or not depending on the fact whether Riemann-Christoffel

tensor differs from zero or not [5,6] in a global but not a local

sence. Due to the nonlocality of the defined energy-momentum

density of gravitational field there is ths accordance for space-

time region including all points of geodesies connecting points x

and x' and not for neighbourhood of point x.
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